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The Big Recalculation?

In This Issue . . .
 Memories of the Financial Panic
of 2008 have created a “collapse
anxiety” ever since.
 The significant expansion of
government intervention into the
economy is a long-standing trend.
 “Helicopter” government via vast
and nebulous regulations and
incentive distortions are a wet
blanket on growth.
 Keynesian economics has long
been music to the ears of those
wishing to “steer” the economy.

Since the November elections, stock prices have risen while bond
prices have slumped. Are these market moves simply the noise of
short-term trading? Are they a head fake? Or are they signals of
what lies ahead?
We believe it is the latter.
Just as a car’s GPS system triggers a recalculation when a driver
deviates from a current route, we believe investors are recalculating
the probability that a potentially significant route shift in the big
picture is underway.

 Policy-makers cannot legislate,
mandate or create economic
growth, however.
 The animal spirits of the private
sector fuel the economy’s
“magneto”.
 Corporate tax cuts and rolling
back intrusive regulation can lift
animal spirits and economic
growth.
 A changing big picture route
suggest a big recalculation is
underway.
 The recalculation is bullish for
stocks but not for bonds.
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The big picture route that’s persisted
Since the 2008 Financial Panic the economic and investing environment has been marked by:
o Sub-par, slow domestic economic growth (averaging roughly half the pace of prior economic
expansions)
o Extraordinary actions from Federal Reserve (Fed) and their global counterparts
o Extraordinarily low U.S. interest rates and negative rates in some countries
o A continued significant expansion of government intervention in the economy
o A thicket of nebulous and complex regulations
o Large-scale risk aversion on part of investors, consumers and businesses
o Economic pessimism
The pessimism reflects a “collapse anxiety” of sorts that still gnaws at the psyche of many, even as the distance
from 2008 lengthens.
Several high-profile economists and pundits are both frustrated and perplexed that initiatives like cash-forclunkers, the $800+ billion U.S. stimulus program, and Japan’s 20 installments of government spending juice
(over recent years) have failed to trigger anywhere close to the expected multiplier1 impact on economic
activity.
Many conclude that the economy is caught in a secular stagnation. Others contend that all the big ideas have
been exploited and “the underlying economic engine has run out of steam”. 2

Helicopter government?
This is not the first time that influential thinkers have pronounced the U.S. stuck in the “mature economy” ditch
from which it cannot escape due to the perceived dearth of technological opportunities and slow population
growth.
The term, secular stagnation, itself was coined in the late 1930s by the Harvard economist Alvin Hansen—
advisor to Franklin Roosevelt—and who became regarded as “America’s John Maynard Keynes” (see sidebar
next page).
Gloomy prognostications also were common in the 1970s due to perceived resource and economic exhaustion.
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A theory proposed by economist John Maynard Keynes’ theory that a $1 worth of government spending will trigger multiple dollars
of spending within the economy.
2
Martin Wolf, The Risks that Threaten Global Growth, Financial Times, January 4, 2017
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Economist Julian Simon countered the 1970s pessimism with words that proved prophetic back then and we
suspect will again sometime soon:
“The main fuel to speed the world’s progress is our stock of knowledge; the brakes are our lack of imagination
and unsound social regulations of these activities. The ultimate resource is people – especially skilled, spirited,
and hopeful young people endowed with liberty – who will exert their wills and imaginations for their own
benefits, and so inevitably they will benefit the rest of us as well.”

SIDEBAR

“Keynes, as in brains”

Like our GPS analogy, cars and equipment have been used as economic metaphors for at
least the past century.
One of the most influential economists of all time—John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946)—
generally embraced the economy-as-machine perspective.
As the Great Depression dragged on, he pronounced that the U.S. economy was suffering
from “magneto trouble”. The economic engine just wouldn’t “fire” on its own Keynes
concluded, so government must intervene to jump start the dead battery.*
Economist/historian Mark Skousen cogently summarized Keynes’ viewpoints and his huge
subsequent impact on economics**:
“(Keynes believed) all that was needed was for government (experts, like Keynes) to
take control of a wayward capitalist steering wheel and get the car back on the road to
prosperity.”
“Keynes may have offered a plausible cure for the Great Depression, but his theories
also created a postwar environment favorable toward ubiquitous state
interventionism, the welfare state, and faith in big government”.
As the “smartest guy” in nearly every room, Keynes rarely lacked self-confidence. When
asked how to pronounce his name he quipped, “Keynes, as in brains”.
*Paul Krugman, Magneto Trouble, New York Times, March 10, 2008
**Mark Skousan, The Making of Modern Economics: The Lives and Ideas of the Great Thinkers, M.E. Sharpe, 2009
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We believe another plausible explanation exists to explain the current slow growth route and why a
recalculation of future prospects is appropriate.
As we have pointed out on numerous occasions since 2008, the accumulated experiences around the globe over
time provide strong evidence—by our reckoning—that a tradeoff exists between economic growth and
government intervention.
This tradeoff is captured by a construct we have discussed previously—the Rahn Curve (See Figure 1 below).

Figure 1: It’s the dosage that makes the poison
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The Curve suggests economic growth (as reflected by Gross Domestic Product, or GDP) slows as the size of
government intervention within the economy expands beyond a certain (tipping) point.
The slow growth since 2008 (and 2000, for that matter) has not been a surprise as government economic
intervention has expanded along the downward slope side of the Rahn Curve.
The tradeoff exists, we believe, for several of reasons.
When a government increases economic involvement, the productive private sector is displaced by the low
productivity public sector. The displaced activity shifts the basis of economic resource allocation from what is a
typically mutually-beneficial trade between willing parties to allocation by politics.
Why is the private sector more productive than the public sector? In a word—competition.
Constantly challenged by competition to attract and please customers and clients, the private sector is
continually pushed towards the productive frontier. By contrast, low productivity is the norm in a public sector
that faces little or no competitive pressure to constantly improve.
Increased government intrusion also acts as a wet blanket on growth for other reasons as well. The economy is
not in fact a machine but an ever-evolving organic process involving human beings. The human element means
psychology is often involved.
Much as helicopter parenting can stunt the growth of a child, too much government can stunt economic growth
by distorting economic incentives, and encouraging risk-aversion by economic participants.

“One regulation on mortgage lending from the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau—a Dodd-Frank agency—was over 1,000 pages long.
Imagine that landing on your desk in a small bank”.
Peter Wallison3

How do excessive regulations stunt growth? As the Wallison quote (above) and the Sam? cartoon (following
page) suggest, an expanding flow of complex and nebulous regulations drives businesses to re-allocate precious
resources away from productive initiatives towards compliance.
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Peter Wallison, The market bump from Donald Trump’s win is peanuts compared with what regulatory relief can bring, Wall Street
Journal, November 16, 2016
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Meanwhile, bigger businesses with deeper pockets also re-allocate resources towards lobbying efforts in hopes
of gaining favored regulatory treatment and/or using regulations to limit competition. So, potentially, lobbying
is beneficial. Within this context it’s not likely coincidence that (according to Census Bureau data) many of the
wealthiest U.S. counties surround Washington D.C.
Furthermore, the dynamic nature of the ever-adapting human powered economy may well mean a Keynesian
multiplier that could have existed in the Great Depression when the government economic intervention was
relatively modest may not be effective in the current context of “big government”.4
Finally, as we have detailed on prior occasions (see for example What-dun-it? and Ant Man archived under the
Perspectives tab at capinv.com), strong economic growth and mass flourishing have occurred when
governments have allowed economic freedom to expand. Once on the down-slope-side of the Rahn curve,
increased government intervention in the economy tends to constrain economic freedom.
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Similarly, for so-called monetarists, variables that may have been constants in some economic conditions (the notion of monetary
velocity for example) may become variable in nature under different economic conditions. Hence those that predicted hyper-inflation
in the wake of the Fed’s extraordinary interventions have been wide of the mark.
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Yes, the economy needs rules and regulations. And, yes, the Fed is important and played a critical lender-oflast resort role in the 2008 Panic that prevented a Great Depression rerun. But the bottom line is that
policymakers cannot manufacture either economic growth or rising living standards via legislation, regulation
or money supply and interest rate management.
They can, however, either inhibit or pave the route for growth which emanates from the dynamism of the
private sector.

“The expanding ideology of liberty and dignity has inspired proliferating
betterment by and for the common people.”
Deirdre McCloskey

Firing the magneto?
Corporate tax cuts and the significantly lighter regulatory touch being signaled by the incoming Congress and
administration have the potential to pave the way for stronger growth.
The earlier sidebar (page 3) briefly discussed J.M. Keynes. In addition to being a super-star economist, his
results as an investor were exceptional over his lifetime. However, his investments got crushed during19291932.
This experience impressed upon him the importance of the human element of psychology within the economy
and markets. He noted that private sector “animal spirits” that fuel optimism and risk-taking also help fire the
economy’s magneto.
While the new administration’s economic initiatives are still taking shape and aspects remain unclear at this
point (foreign trade particulars for example), corporate tax cuts and regulatory relief would materially lift both
animal spirits and the wet blanket on economic growth.
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Figure 2: Animal spirits already stirring since the election

Why is economic growth important? If the economy grows at an inflation-adjusted rate of 2 percent, it will
double in about 36 years. If it grows at 3 percent, it will only take 24 years to double. A double for the U.S.
economy would significantly improve the standard of living for the next generation(s). And since tax revenues
are a function of economic growth, it would also potentially go a long way towards defusing many of the longrun fiscal imbalances the country faces.
Stronger growth and increased confidence can usher in an environment much different than what has prevailed
in recent years. Anticipating this, investor expectations are right to be undergoing a big recalculation.
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Investment implications?
Treasury bond prices are vulnerable
We believe rising interest rates will be part of the big recalculation.
Risk aversion and economic pessimism have flooded the bond market with investment dollars. This has pushed
bond yields lower and bond prices higher—particularly in the “safest” bonds—Treasury securities.
Stronger growth, revitalized animal spirits and increased confidence in the durability of the economic expansion
represent serious challenges to the expectations of stagnation and fears of sinister deflation that appear built into
the prevailing interest rate/bond yield environment.

Figure 3: Interest rates and yields below the pace of economic growth
(Treasury yield depicted is as of 12/31/16, while latest reported GDP growth is through 9/30/16)
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What determines the “price of money”—that is, interest rates? Figure 3, on the previous page, we believe offers
a worthwhile perspective on the relationship between interest rates/bond yields and the underlying economy.
Recessions are denoted within the diagram by the shaded areas, by the way.
While Fed policy certainly sets the tone for interest rate and bond yield levels in the short run, market forces
ultimately drive the “price of money” over time. Market forces are largely determined by the pace of nominal
(including inflation) growth of the underlying economy.
With interest rates/Treasury yields below even the heretofore modest growth rates of the economy, upward
pressure on yields is likely to emerge, particularly if growth and confidence pick up as we expect they can.
A second key message of Figure 3 is that in those economic expansions where bond yields persisted below the
underlying rate of economic growth—namely, the 1970s and the 2000s—serious economic trouble followed. In
the 1970s the great inflation was the result. Sky-high interest rates and two recessions occurred before the Fed
could finally break the back of accelerating inflation.
And the unsustainable housing boom of the past decade—aided and abetted by Fed policy that kept rates too
low for too long into the expansion—very likely contributed to the severity of the housing bust and the Panic of
2008.
We believe these lessons are not lost on the bond market or the Fed. Rate/yield increases to close the gap
between current levels and economic growth are likely.
As always, context remains important. Rate and yield increases will likely remain within the context of still
generally low-yield levels. While inflation may rise some, we don’t believe the economy is inflation-prone like
it was in the 1970s. Nor do we believe unsustainable excesses like anything resembling the housing bubble of
the 2000s are building within the economy (at least not at this point).
Still, defensive positioning in terms of bond interest rate risk remains our recommended strategy.

What about stocks?
Stronger growth, lower corporate taxes and relief from red tape augur well for corporate earnings growth. And
we believe that over time earnings drive stock prices.
We, therefore, expect the current bull market in stocks to grind forward still further. It won’t be a smooth ride
upwards—it never is. Economic troubles abroad remain. Difficult and dangerous geopolitical issues exist.
Angst about President Trump is likely to ebb and flow.
Some worry interest rate/bond yield increases will kill the stock bull market, but that possibility remains some
ways off in our estimation. As Figure 3 earlier implies, unless and until rates/yields exceed the growth rate of
the nominal economy, they are not likely to choke off economic growth.
Thus, rising rates/yields are occurring for the “right” reason—because growth is exceeding the expectations
imputed in bond yields.
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How far can the bull market run? Traditional valuation metrics suggest stocks are not cheap. And as has been
the case since the stock bull market began in 2009, price “corrections” can happen at any time.
However, the real bull market killers are recessions. In recessions corporate earnings decline and balance sheets
become stressed.
Recessions, in turn, unfold as unsustainable excesses accumulate and rates/yields reflect financial liquidity is
“tight”. Neither of these conditions appear present today or are on the immediate horizon as best we can
discern. Constant re-evaluation is, of course, necessary.
As a final indicator of the stock bull market’s status, we return to John Templeton’s bull market “clock”
depicted in Figure 4 (below) that we’ve discussed on prior occasion.
Since the bull was born in the pessimism of 2009, it has climbed a “wall of worries” and overcome the
skepticism that has marked the prevailing route.

Figure 4: Templeton’s Bull Market Psychology Clock

With animal spirits awakening and a recalculation underway—as hard as it may be to believe—the clock will
likely strike “optimism” sometime ahead. That will be the time to play serious investment defense.
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Established in 1981, Capital Investment Services of America, Inc. is a Milwaukee, WI based independent investment
counsel providing custom tailored portfolio management to individuals, businesses, and charitable institutions.
If you would like to be added to our mailing list, email us at: info@capinv.com or call us at 1-800-345-6462.
For additional information, visit our website at: www.capinv.com

The information contained in this report is based on sources believed to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. The information is published
for informational purposes. This paper is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to
buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed herein may change as subsequent conditions vary.
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